**Dramashop Prepares For Presentation Of "The Imaginary Invalid" Nov. 3, 4**

Billed as "French and funny," "The Imaginary Invalid" is now in final rehearsal as the first production of the Dramashop this year. Tickets for the two performances on Friday and Saturday evenings of this week are still available in the lobby of Building 15.

Written in the seventeenth century by the playwright Molière, the production has allegedly lost none of its original spice and humor. It is set in the Paris of Molière's own time. The plot is built around Armand, a hypochondriac who tries to marry his beautiful daughter to a second-rate doctor in order to save some of his medical expenses.

Always ready to poke fun at every- one, Molière here kicks the medical profession. He played the lead himself in the first production of the play in 1673, and during the performance suffered a stroke which led ultimately to his death.
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Oscar Hadrun, Track Coach, predicts that the sophs will take Field Day by a 14-7 margin. He's seen a lot of Field Days here at Technology, so maybe he's right.

The girls from our Wellesley way were greatly impressed with the architecture of Baker House and its historic life and the atmosphere of the place. They picked up "their" 13 points with a first in the freestyle relay and a second in the four-dayer, the only event in which the frosh seriously threatened in the game that was completely dominated by the Sophs.
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